
AES CATTLEWOMEN NEWSLETTER……APRIL 2022 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
APRIL 29: AES Cattlemen Spring Gather @      
Rancho Murieta. Includes Dinner/Auction. Need auction 
items from Cattlewomen-Profits benefit AESCW!      
Reservations: aescattlemenassn@gmail.com 

MAY 14: Incahoots Rodeo-Ione Picnic Grounds  
AESCW Booth Exhibit….Need Volunteers-Call Rielle or 
Pam for more info. AESCW is sponsoring “Top CowGirl” 
buckle worth $150!!....see flyer below 

JUNE 22-23:   CCA/CCW Annual Mid Year Meeting 

SEPTEMBER 17: AESCW Fall General Mtg.-Ione 

SEPTEMBER 24: Farm to Fork in Sacramento 

SEPTEMBER 28: Amador County FARM DAY @ 
Amador Co. Fairgrounds from 8-2pm 

NOVEMBER 18: 3rd Annual Drive-Thru Dinner @ 
Amador County Fairgrounds. 

NOV. 30 to DEC. 2: California State Convention  
106th Annual CCA/CCW Convention 
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Nancy & John Hawkins’ (Fiddletown) Son,   

JJ HAWKINS, won the $3500 POWDER 

RIVER RAFFLE.  His prizes were 2 cattle 

feeders and an 8’ Bow Gate. 

That’s surely is an incentive to buy our 

tickets next time!! 

https://www.facebook.com/627936033884062/posts/7462799600397637/?sfnsn=mo
mailto:aescw49@gmail.com


 

 STARTING SOLIDS: THE IMPORTANCE OF 
FOOD CHOICES 

Around 6 months of age, the fun begins: the 
journey of starting solids, including discovering 
new foods, tastes and textures, and learning 
to eat. While this stage is an adventure, it can 
also be stressful! There’s so much going on 
with overall growth and development, a 
nutrient-rich diet is a priority for all babies, but 
especially for those who are breastfed. 

Babies can start solid foods at 6 months, 
using the spoon, a baby-led weaning 
approach, or a combination of both. Spoon-
feeding has been the traditional way of 
feeding babies, starting with pureed, smooth 
foods, and gradually advancing over time to 
finger foods and eventually table foods by one 
year of age. 

Baby-led weaning skips the spoon and goes 
right to graspable, meltable foods that baby 
can hold and deliver to their mouth. Self-
feeding and self-regulation are the 
cornerstones of this baby feeding method, but 
nutrient adequacy, especially for iron, and 
exposure to a variety of foods, is still 
important.12 

Spoon-fed babies often start with iron-fortified 
cereals, but times are changing. Beef and 
other animal-sourced foods offer nutrients like 
iron, zinc, choline, and poly-unsaturated fatty 
acids (PUFAs). These are not only important 
at this age, but also tend to be nutrients kids 
aren't consuming enough of.5 Meat, like beef, 
is emerging as a preferred first food for baby, 
for its heme iron and good source of key 
nutrients like zinc, vitamin B12, and choline for 
overall growth and brain development.6 

Beef is versatile and can be prepared and 
cooked to match a baby’s developmental 
milestones for eating, making it a safe, 
nutrient-dense food for baby. From Ground 
Beef to strips of tender shredded Chuck 
Roast, beef can be prepared in a variety of 
ways for baby. 

https://thenourishedchild.com/starting-solids-how-to-first-foods-baby/
https://thenourishedchild.com/iron-baby-led-weaning/
https://thenourishedchild.com/self-feeding-tips/
https://thenourishedchild.com/self-feeding-tips/


  CCW State Spring Meeting in Winters. Rielle, your president, is second in from right in back row 😊😊 
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